Context: The European Natural Gas Sector
-Modeling approach to investigate two questions for the (future) European natural gas market:
-Which countries will be important for natural gas supplies to Europe? -Does infrastructure influence natural gas trade, and if so which infrastructure extensions would be needed for the new market patterns to evolve? Linear optimization of European gas supply in a long term perspective (implicit assumption of competitive markets), many exogenous variables: demand, prices, indigenous production etc., takes into account infrastructure (LNG, terminals).
-GASTALE model (e.g. Boots, Rijkers, Hobbs, 2004):
Double marginalization approach of two successive markets but with simplifying assumptions (e.g. symmetry of traders), linear demand function and marginal cost curves from Golombek et al. (1995) , transmission and storage sector. Intention to include infrastructure.
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Conclusions
-Gasmod confirms certain results observed in reality, e.g. that natural gas markets are characterized by an oligopolistic structure, where prices significantly deviate from long-run marginal costs -Competition on the European downstream market leads to higher quantities (and thus lower prices) for the European consumer, close to the scenario of perfect competition on both markets -Substantial changes in market shares can be expected: "globalisation" of European natural gas supply with increasing supplies from non-traditional producers -Infrastructure capacity constraints do influence the natural gas trade, especially within Europe
